Fast-Track Students to Decode Multisyllable Words
The Multisyllable Routines Cards (MSRC) Package includes the Multisyllable Routine Cards Teacher's
Edition and the Multisyllable Routine Cards Digital Presentation that are used collaboratively to amplify
engagement and visual accessibility while seamlessly supporting the MSRC Package steps and routines.
Decoding multisyllabic words is an essential skill
that has a direct impact on reading accuracy,
fluency, and the comprehension of text. The task
of decoding longer words is often a challenge for
many students in grades 3 and above. MSRC helps
students solve the mystery of reading multisyllabic
words by recognizing patterns, identifying correct
vowel sounds, and applying syllable division rules.
MSRC achieves significant results for students in
third grade through high school. The MSRC
Teacher’s Edition incudes is a set of six multistep routine cards organized in a spiral manual. These
routine cards provide direct and explicit instruction offering a fast-track approach to helping students in
grades 3 and above become more accurate and fluent when decoding multisyllable words. The routines
can be used as a supplement to whole-class instruction or while working with small intervention groups.
Ancillary MSRC materials that accompany the TE can be accessed from our secure customer portal
(using the code on the inside cover) and include header cards, syllable cards, word cards, pseudoword
cards, handouts, and answer keys. We recommend employing the cards when using MSRC for
intervention.

MSRC Package includes a renewable Digital Presentation File Subscription
The MSRC Digital Presentation is designed to amplify student engagement and visual accessibility, while
seamlessly supporting the effective steps and routines. We recommend using the Presentation Files
when delivering whole class instruction as the digital component provides a stimulating approach for
sharing words so all students can see clearly and actively participate in the lesson.
This animated component is available as a single user,
school year-based subscription which must be renewed
on an annual basis. The files are accessed via a separate
code that will be emailed upon package purchase.
For educators who already use MSRC and have seen
significant student outcomes, this digital feature
provides additional instructional benefits.

MSRC Digital Presentation Files will:
•

•

•
•

•
•

Allow the instructor to facilitate lessons at an appropriate pace, while maintaining student
engagement. For most efficient animation, we recommend using a wireless presenter remote to
advance the digital slides, allowing the teacher to move about the classroom during instruction
which results in improved student responsiveness.
Allow instructional flexibility as the digital component can be used in place of the downloadable
cards in a whole group setting, while the printed MSRC cards are still recommended for use in
small group instruction.
Align with instructional dialogue and gradual release model presented in the MSRC TE.
Include a visual for an ‘I Do’ and ‘We Do’ that guides students through the process for
completing downloadable handouts and reviewing an animated answer key, allowing students
to determine their own level of mastery.
Give teachers the option on Day 5 of each lesson to collect and analyze student data to monitor
progress.
Provide instructional flexibility with lessons being delivered in-class or remotely.

Digital Presentation includes additional Downloadable Resources

Application Tasks and Lesson Pacing Guides
The MSRC digital component also provides:

Educator guidance and more
rigorous opportunities for
using Student Application
Tasks to assess skill
acquisition. The practice
opportunities include
syllable type word hunts
using authentic text,
sentence dictation, and
phrase reading.
Easy access to the MSRC
Daily Pacing Guides to
reduce teacher prep and
improve instructional
delivery. The detailed Lesson
Guides map each step for all
6 syllable types.
Sample of MSRC Digital Presentation Daily Pacing Guide
(Routine 23, Step 1: Recognize)

Digital Presentation Slide Examples
Slide Example #1
Pseudoword Sort

Slide Example #4

Step 3: Day 5 Sentence

Slide Example #2

Reading Multisyllable
Pseudowords

Slide Example #3

Reading Multisyllable Real
Words

Slide Example #5

Guides a Gradual Release Model

What does a 10-minute lesson using the MSRC Package look like in the classroom?
The digital files make your MSRC instructional practices more efficient, effective, and engaging for all
students. Teachers will be able to implement routines that promote the mastery of multisyllable
decoding strategies in powerful, daily 10-minute lessons.
•

The first 5-minutes of each MSRC daily lesson will begin with the original instruction from the
MSRC Teacher’s Edition.
o

•

During this time, the Digital Presentation Files are utilized in lieu of the smaller downloadable
cards. The animated slides, along with the instructional dialogue in the Teacher’s Edition, allow
for smooth instructional transition of the ‘I Do’ and ‘We Do’ parts of the lessons.

The last 5-minutes of the lesson are reserved for application tasks to support mastery of the skill
for the day.

Technical Information: The presentation files are programmed in HTML5, making them universally compatible
with all web browsers and a wide variety of devices, including PC, MAC, and Chromebook.
If you registered your MSRC TE before August 15, 2021, you are eligible to buy the Digital Presentation
subscription separately PH3300.08.22 | Digital Presentation, per Teacher, per School Year; $39.00. For more
information about the Multisyllable Routine Cards Package or to order a MSRC Digital Subscription, please contact
your Sales Representative or sales@95percentgroup.com.

Orders for the MSRC Package can be placed in our Web Store, https://www.95percentgroup.com/shop
or by contacting sales@95percentgroup.com.

